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1. INTRODUCTION

Let E be a Banach space and B* its dual Banach space. We write

Bz>c ( B ^ c ) if B contains (does not contain) a sutspace isomorphic to

the space c of sequences of numbers tending to zero. The series I , xo v n=l n

of elements of B la weakly unconditionally convergent (w.u.e. ) iff

I ^ J J X M X ^ ) ! < °°, x* t B* and it is unconditionally convergent iff each of

its permutation ia convergent. It ia easy to verify that u.c. series are w.u.c.

The converse ia not always true. It is proved in [2] p. 6l that if the sum of

each subseries of w.u.c. series ia an element of B, then the series is u.c.

Also, it is shown in [3], that w.u.c. are u.c. iff B D c .

o

In this paper ve are interested in series of elements of C(Q). We

construct subspaces of C(Q) isomorphic to eQ. We give criteria for a series

of elements of C{<1) to he w.u.c. or u.c. Finally, we improve a theorem of

[ l ] . [2] giving characterizations of the elements of subalgebras of C(<J) not

containing c .

Theorem ?.1. Let {V^i be a sequence of disjoint non-void open subsets

of Q. Let {fQ}CC(Q) have the following properties:

( i ) | | f J l . - m a x l f ( t ) j = 1, ( i i ) |f ( t ) | <Tn?2 > * £ V n e N '
t eQ n n 2

Then the closed subspace E generated by {f } ia isomorphic to c .
n o

Proof. Consider the mapping <f: c •+ E defined by the formula

=* £ = 1 Sn ta, where % e C Q. We prove the following inequality

which shows that p is well defined and continuous:

j\U\\ (2.1)

Indeed, the right side of (2.l) followa from the Inequality:

11=1 I U M - Assumingthat

there exists n o E B such that \in | . Choose t eU such that
° n

lf
n (t )| = 1. The left side of (2.1) follows from the inequality:
o

'Sfaol
fn<*o>l He, , Va HUH

From (£.1) we conclude that ${c ) is a closed subspace of E. Since each

finite combination of elements of (f } is contained in +(c ), the closure
n o

of such linear combinations is contained in +( c
0)- This proves that *(cQ)

and hence E is isonorphic to c .

Cnralinnr P.}. If Q is infinite, then C(Q)=) C^.

Proof. Since Q is infinite, then one can construct tvo sequences

id {f } as in theorem 2.1. Hence C(Q)O c .
n o

The following theorem gives criteria for a aeries of C(Q) to he w.u.c.

or u.c.

Theorem 2.2, The series

Ll fn

of elements of C(Q) is v.u.c. iff the sum of the series

CA)

is a bounded function on Q and the series U ) is u.c. iff the sum of the aeries

(|A|) is an element of C(Q).

Proof. Without restricting generality we can consider real valued

functions. Let the series (A) "be w.u.c. By lemma 2 ch. II of [3], there

exists & constant C such that for every bounded sequence {t^} of reals the

inequality

S-l*nfn (2.2)

holds true. We can always choose t = ± 1 such that i|?_. t f \\m -

I |S = 1 |fnl II,,. This implies that sup | |f=1 Jf^l | 1^ f C and proves that

the series (|A|) has bounded sum. Conversely, let the sum of the series (|A|)

be bounded. The inequality (2.2) followa easily. For each real valued

functional x* eC*(Q), one can choose a sequence t = ± 1 such that

x»(tnfn) = |x«<fn)|. This implies that |=1 |x«(fn>| < ||x»|| I tg=1 V n I L «

C ||x»||. Kence Z. |x»(fQ)| < «• , x« E C » ( Q ) - , which proves that the series

(A) is w.u.c. How, let the series (A) be u.c. By lemma 3.2.1 [5] p. 6l the

* ™ „ ̂  |x*(f )| = 0 uniformly, on the unit sphere of C*(<J). This implies

that tin f |f (t)| = 0 uniformly on Q and means that the series (|A|) is
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uniformly convergent on Q and hstice its sum is an element of C(Q). Conversely,

let the siim of the* series (|A| ). be. ah element of C(Q). By Dini's theorem-, the •

series (|A|) is uniformly convergent. Hence each.permutation*of the series (A)

is. convergent., wliich means ttiaf the series (A) is L U C . • . .. • .

Finally let f eC'(Q). Denote by Cf the closed sub-algebra of C(Q)

generated by f. We prove the following:

Theorem 2.3. Let f have an infinite range. Then Cf^ 5 c .

Proof. Assuming that Cf yS C Q and using [l] or [2], ve get that

C is finite dimensional. Hence its space of maximal ideals is finite, I1*] ch.I.

Since the range of f is infinite, it separates the points of an infinite suo-

set of Q. This implies that th? spa

A contradiction which proves that C f

set of Q. This implies that th? space of maximal ideals of C is infinite.

Corollary 2.1. Let A C C(Q) lie finite dimensional subalgebra. Then

each element of A has finite range. If Q is connected, then A has•dimension

1 or 0.

Proof. Let f eA. Assuming that f has infinite range, and using

theorem 2.3, ve get that A = C Q. Hence A is infinite dimensional. A contra-

diction vhieh proves the first part of the corollary. Sow, let Q be connected,

and let the function f(t) = u(t) + i v(t) be /non-constant element of A,

Without loss of generality we can assume that u(t) is not/constant function on

(J. Since Q is connected, the range of u is also connected 3ubset of H.

This implies that the range of n is a closed interval of R which means that

it is infinite subset. This means that the range of f is infinite. A contra-

diction which proves that f is constant and hence the dimension of A is 1

or 0.
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